Strategic Sourcing: Enabling E-commerce
Businesses to Strengthen their Position in
Australia
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INTRODUCTION
Australia, being the 10th largest (in term
of revenues) eCommerce market in the
world is expected to offer immense
opportunities for online retailers.
However, the home-grown and
international contenders like Amazon will
offer stiff competition to companies.
Therefore, to stay a step ahead of the big
companies, online businesses need to
improve their services and brand value.
Doing so would help them to retain their
existing customers and keep a track of
rising business operation costs.
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BUSINESS CHALLENGE
The client, a multi-billion dollar e-commerce business,
sought to improve their supply chain agility and thirdparty logistics (3PL) operations in the Australian
region. The client's annual spend on warehouse
management and transportation in Australia was
around $4.5 million.
The client deals with a wide range of products, with
over 15 formats of co-packing services. At the onset
of the project, the client was engaged with more than
20 suppliers to manage its supply chain processes,
such as inventory, warehouse, production,
transportation, and co-packing. However, the
increase in the supply of products was proving to be a
challenge for them as the company relied on thirdparty services for the delivery of products. The client
also lacked an effective ERP system that could keep a
track of their purchasing budgets, stocks, and supply
market.
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OUR APPROACH
The success of the project was critical for the client to strengthen their position in the Australian region
and reduce the spend. SpendEdge's experts collaborated with the client's logistics and procurement team to
assess the suppliers’ market and identify feasible sources of the required raw materials, components,
finished goods, or services. The experts at SpendEdge also felt the need to redesign the client's strategic
sourcing process to select appropriate suppliers and make necessary contract negotiations.
SpendEdge developed a strategic sourcing model for the client and then began the implementation of their
strategies. The experts mapped the different formats of the co-packing process and conducted a detailed
market analysis of the current quantity of products, their types, and sizes. They analyzed the suppliers’
marketplace for risks and opportunities and set the evaluation criteria for suppliers. This helped them to
develop a list of suppliers possessing capabilities to fulfil the client's requirement.
The process helped the client to initiate the negotiation process with suppliers and invite them for
competitive bidding. Following multiple rounds of negotiations, the client shortlisted 10 suppliers based on
their delivery network and serviceable locations. This helped the client to carry out a one to one mapping
based on the customer's address pin-code and service providers and direct the delivery request of products
to concerned third party service provider.
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A BRIEF OVERVIEW OF THE STRATEGIC
SOURCING MODEL OFFERED

Steps Involved
Negotiating and Selecting
Suppliers

Identifying Spend Areas

Gathering Market
Information

Developing a Strategy
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WANT MORE
INFORMATION?
We'd love to assist you!
Please choose a mode of engagement below and
we'll be in touch within 48 hours.

REQUEST FREE DEMO
REQUEST FREE PROPOSAL
CONTACT US
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Identifying
Spend Areas

SpendEdge's team identified areas of spend that could lead to cost reductions or process improvements
for the client. They prioritized those spend areas on the basis of the objectives of the company and
created a sourcing team that can successfully market the initiative and help with the organizational
purchasing process.

Developing a
Strategy

After creating the team, our experts focused on how the team will approach the identified spend area. They
made the team understand their current suppliers' capabilities and the future requirements of the business.
This helped the team outline a strategy to meet their objectives.

Gathering
Market information

The experts at SpendEdge interviewed key suppliers and industry leaders and developed criteria based on the
information received. This enabled the client to decide suppliers receiving the Request for Proposal (RFP) and
understand factors such as Total Cost of Ownership, Total System Cost, and Performance Metrics crucial for
selecting suppliers.

Negotiating &
Selecting Suppliers

The team finalized the performance metrics during the negotiation stage and shortlisted suppliers based on
negotiation and potential risks. They also established an effective supplier relationship process to realize the
savings targeted by the company.
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SOLUTIONS OFFERED
At the end of the engagement period, the client
renewed contracts with suppliers, who were capable
of handling third party logistics operations and the copacking process. This helped the client to:

Improve Processes
The ability to identify inefficient processes helped the
client to improve visibility of cost breakdown. The visibility
gained offered a comprehensive overview of the factors
such as volume variations, budgeting, and price drivers’
variation. In addition, the client was able to consolidate
suppliers, streamline the supply chain, and ensure the
utilization of preferred suppliers.
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REQUEST FREE PROPOSAL

NEED INFORMATION
ON OUR SOLUTIONS
PORTFOLIO?

CONTACT US
WANT MORE INFORMATION
ON HOW OUR SOLUTIONS
CAN HELP E COMMERCE
ORGANIZATIONS?

Reduce Procurement Costs

The engagement reduced the lead time
production for SKUs with co-packing by more
than 10%. The budgeting, planning, asset
lifecycle management, supplier selection
process was redesigned and better purchasing
decisions were made. This helped the client
realize annual savings of approximately 14%,
that accounted for almost $250,000.
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CONTACT INFO

SpendEdge delivers robust, real-time procurement market intelligence that helps
sourcing and procurement professionals to improve strategic sourcing process.
Our innovative procurement solutions help enterprises to transform structural
capabilities of businesses and improve execution efficiency. Our state-of-the-art
procurement solutions help enterprises to transform the structural capabilities,
improve execution efficiency, and achieve better cost savings. We provide
businesses with actionable insights and techniques to improve their strategic
sourcing capabilities. Moreover, our procurement experts provide the latest
industry news, supplier updates, and innovation landscape to help the client
achieve significant cost savings.

PHONE NUMBER - US
+1 630 984 7340

PHONE NUMBER - UK
+44 148 459 9299

